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Donald Trump, Bernie Sanders, and a critical election for our nation’s future (or lack of it). See Editorial. City Hall Concourse had 3 nice picnic tables,
now removed. Park grills can be used to cook a TV dinner (see Hints and Kinks). Personal shopping carts can cost as little as $13.

Holiday Woodwork Time: This time of year many folks come out of the woodwork to have
feelings for the poor and homeless. Where were you the rest of the year? You do know that
this year there are no rubber tents, not even for the veterans, right? You didn’t know? Maybe
our news media forgot to tell you. Keeping things secret is what they do best.

IN THIS ISSUE:
Editorials: No Adjustment for Inflation? Nonprofits or
Direct Help? Page 2: Trump vs. Sanders. MTS should
not charge fares. Page 3: Hints & Kinks, Food Stamp
Fraud, San Ysidro Problems, Other Ideas, Meetings.
Page 4: Alternative History, Bananas Republicans,
Financial Advice, Why Me?, Homeless Classifications.
5: Masthead, Snide Comments.

No COLA for Seniors?
Ridiculous! 300% Inflation in 8 years
COLA's (Cost-Of-Living Adjustments) compensate for the effects
of higher prices (Inflation) yet fail to account for same by Social
Class. We Indigents use only the least-expensive foods,
transportation, entertainment, and other goods, yet the threefold
increase in same is not resonating with our corrupt
governments. 8 years ago the least-expensive knock-off
lunchmeat, similar to Spam, was 75 cents. Now it is over two
dollars. Other meats did not go up, or may even have gone
down, but those were never meats we could afford, anyway.
Only the least-expensive ones count in our Market Basket.
Eggs? 35 cents a dozen, purchased directly from egg grower
stores, most of which are now no longer in business. $3 a dozen
is now common. Coffee at a mini-mart? Was 65 cents, now
close to $2. Gasoline? Not relevant, as we cannot afford cars.
What about Senior medicines not covered by MediCare? What
about the cost of MediCare pharmacy coverage? Even the
least-expensive chicken (legs and thighs) is up from 20 cents a
pound (on sale) to now 70 cents a pound (on sale), and
lightbulbs were 4 for a dollar, now 1 or 2 for a dollar, unless
covered by some form of utility rebate.
The reason the real Inflation story is not told is that if it was, it
would be obvious that investments such as real estate, the stock

market, and bonds are actually not profitable, for the most part,
because the number of dollars that they are worth increases, but
the value of those dollars declines. We are still in the George W.
Bush 2006 Second Great Economic Depression, and the only
way out of one of those is a World War or a Revolution. Iceland
had a revolution and came out of it very well. Bernie Sanders
may offer a solution.
My Proposal: $30 an hour Minimum Wage, and all US
Citizens are guaranteed at least 10 hours of work per week.
Triple-pay ($90 an hour Minimum) for working over 30 hours in
one week. This compensates for technology eliminating
workers. Since this could fuel Inflation, a COLA (Cost-Of-Living
Adjustment) every 12 hours, 7 days a week. There would be
corporations getting free employees, of course, and all new costs
or taxes would be paid for by those corporations and the superrich folks who own and/or operate them. Socialism? No,
Responsible (Socialistic) Capitalism. All of this avoids Civil War,
Revolution, Sabotage, Mutiny, and a whole lot of mess, which is
the way the Soviet Union went down, gently.

Nonprofits: Help, or
Organized Control?
Many folks have weighed in on direct feeding of the homeless in
the media lately, including outreach programs, and more. All of
these have value, but are administered by those with an
inadequate education in homelessness. This is a problem,
and it is just as big as ignoring the intelligent homeless, like
myself. I have been certified as 100% sane, with no mental
illness, and that could cause a problem with your beliefs. Sorry.
All super-intelligent have that mess. Homeless need adequate
services, staffed by people who understand what homelessness
is, and what can be done about it. Unfortunately, there are
currently NO qualified persons to administer this in San
Diego.

Governments need to do many things, including street cleaning,
feeding orphans, providing medical care for the poor, and much
more. Often, some of these government needs are done by
Nonprofit Organizations, which are either part of the government
(established as a unique entity in legal status only) or
independent of the government (rare). Supposedly, those who
want to help will either donate money or their time as volunteers.
Very few know that their time and money goes to the
government. Every dollar you donate is one less tax dollar the
nonprofit gets, and every hour you donate is one less hour of
work that the government needs to pay for. Plus, of course, both
volunteers and nonprofit organization employees are far less
expensive than Union government workers. This system in use
actually helps to break government unions. In addition, legal
liability for injuries is covered by the nonprofit, not the deep
pockets of the government. Pretty cute, eh?
Nonprofits are tax shelters formed by wealthy people in
order to funnel money to their friends and relatives in the
form of salaries. They also presumably accomplish some
objective, such as helping poor people, but usually do so in very
inefficient and ineffective ways. These are the ways set up by
the thinking and beliefs of the super-wealthy folks who control
the nonprofits and their funding, and the Bar (Mafia) overseers
who want all things done their way.
Creativity in help options is disallowed. I did not know that, and
operated a heating and air conditioning business which taught
poor folks how to sell, install, telemarket, service, estimate, and
maintain heating and air conditioning equipment. Selling is
selling, regardless of the product and format used, so many of
my employees eventually got great jobs selling insurance or
automobiles. The Bar was extremely upset, and it knowingly
unjustly convicted me of fraud, and, well, that caused a whole lot
which still goes on concerning myself to this day. So, I have
been sent to prison and lost a $40 million (arguable) business for
running an efficient nonprofit. I did nothing wrong, unethical, nor
unlawful.
On the other side of the coin, if you give poor folks food or
money yourself, that uses 100% of it effectively. Giving instead
to charities has your money go for office rent, accountants, utility
bills, employees and supervisors, insurance, taxes on those
things taxable, photocopies and copy machine costs, vehiclesfuel-repairs-car payments, refrigerators, cooking equipment,
advertising, postage, internet fees, other transportation costs
including shipping, parties for staff and/or donors, and far more.
And, you get no accounting for money spent. That is the
"Beauty" or the "Beast" of the Nonprofits, depending upon your
perspective. If you are super-wealthy, you know what your
nonprofits are up to, and otherwise, none of your business.
Combine all that with the use of Human Spirituality (the use of
human blood and/or semen in food and drink) plus the
assignment of Professional Privileges (same thing), and you
have the Nonprofits as Cabals, secret conspiracy groups that
biologically control society for the Bar (Mafia or MOB). Compare
that to direct donation of money or food to needy persons. Food
is paid for by you, cooked by you in your home, delivered by you,
and handed out by you. Wastes no money on rents or salaries.
And, if you give out cash, is any of that wasted? Some of it
could be used for drugs or alcohol, but homelessness is so
awful, so demeaning, so violating of Free Will and the will to live,
plus involves being insulted hundreds of times a day, so those
mistreated by becoming homeless need drugs or alcohol (or
something) just to survive and to keep from becoming mentally
ill. Eventually they lose that struggle, too, and once mentally ill
there is no way anything helps except death. Taxpayer
money will be needed for life, plus the mentally-ill former
homeless person will be in continuous grief for life. Not a pretty
scenario.
Suicide? Most homelessness ends there, with a direct
suicide, or an indirect suicide. Indirect suicide involves not
seeing a doctor when sick, not taking shelter from rain, or not
getting out of the way of a truck, things like that. Once you lost
the Will To Live, you are gone. Hitler viewed death as more
humane than being alive and an outcaste. In the end, Direct
Money helps. Direct Food helps, too. No money is wasted
on overhead.

"I'm not seeing anything from the Nonprofits that
does anything but perpetuate our old, long-broken
system of handling poverty. Did Society learn

nothing from the 1960's? I tried being creative with
poverty solutions in the early 1980's, but there was
such intolerance for it that the Bar knowingly
unjustly sent me to prison. It's different today?
Yes, it is worse. Somebody tell the super-wealthies
that 50 years of failure does not justify their
handling of poverty as a reasonable course nor
worthy of being repeated." Dr. John Kitchin,
Publisher.
The conventional thinking, going back hundreds of years, is that
the Bar needs to have people become desperate, get help from
the religions, join the religions as a Believer, and similar. Okay,
but what about in a society where only stupid folks believe in
God? They’re committing Indirect Suicide instead. Society also
wants to blame drugs and alcohol, rather than Social Intolerance,
Repression, Media Lies, Recession, and similar, for its
underclass of people created. Pretty neat, eh? Nonprofits assist
the transition from Desperate to Believer, but the only one who
really needs to Repent is God Himself.

Presidential Politics: Vote for
Trump if you want World War 3,
or Sanders if you want
Socialism. A Compromise?
Clinton-Sanders might be that, a Liberal Democratic respite from
both of those, and Vice President Sanders is only the Speaker of
the Senate, with no other particular powers. We’ve had a Black
President, so it’s time for a female President. We must avoid a
Conservative, to rule out nationwide rioting, burning, and
looting, plus the use of US nuclear weapons against our
own cities via a Military Mutiny. The only thing that frightens
me about all this is that our leaders apparently do not already
know this. Elections in powerful nations enduring hardship are
never pretty. People must learn, above all, that the conventional
news media are liars, as if they don’t already know that. Throw
the Conservatives out of Congress, and there will be hope to
make our nation great again. All this will take is much higher
taxes on the Wealthy, plus much higher wages for everyone.
RAZE THE BAR!

MTS: Save money by no
longer charging fares
Currently, MTS gets 60-67% of its money from Federal, State,
County, and City taxes, the other 33-40% coming from the fares
it collects. Collecting, accounting, processing, and keeping
track of all the fare money costs nearly all of the fare money
it collects. So, could MTS save a lot of money by not collecting
fares? These costs include the Trolley Ticket Machines, which
involve the cash to purchase the machine, installation costs,
maintenance and supplies such as register tapes and Compass
cards, repairs, internet connections, bank fees for the
acceptance of bank cards, trucks and persons to empty and
process the cash, and more. Cubic bus fare machines, on all the
buses, have comparable costs, plus greatly slow down bus
loading. Also consider the cost of persons to check fare
compliance, sell tickets for events, kiosks and stores (such as
the Transit Store), accounting costs, electricity, insurance on the
cash money collected, and this is only a partial list. Not having
the expenses related to fare collection greatly decreases
MTS costs. The downside is that many within MTS would have
to be laid off, or found other jobs. The upside is that Public
Transit would be free, to go to work or look for work, and a
great incentive not to pollute the air with your car and spend
money on gasoline.
If MTS still needs additional money, I propose a tax on parking.
Each day you can choose to use your car, spending money on
gasoline, wear-and-tear, and the parking tax, or you can use a
free bus. And, you can handle that differently each day, as you
wish. As far as a parking tax, meters would get that money
added to how much you pay, and private lots would collect it,
too, with certain exemptions for age, handicap, and distance
(such as commuting from Borrego Springs). You can drive your
car to a Park-and-Ride lot, park it free, and continue via Public
Transit, too. Brains rule over idiotic nonsense. Or not.
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Hints and Kinks:
HOBO (HOme-BOy) Cooking
Find a park grill, collect some twigs, and cook a TV dinner on it
by wrapping same in aluminum foil after eliminating the paper
and plastic. Best deal on foil is the 50 sq. ft. (not the 25 sq. ft.)
rolls for a dollar at the 99 Cents Only stores. TV Dinners can be
had for a dollar or less at most large grocers. Spread some foil
on a picnic table, and then whack the frozen dinner components
onto the foil, still frozen. Wrap it up good, add one additional
complete wrap around it, and place it onto low-to-medium heat,
turning as necessary. You can, if desired, wrap each component
in a different foil, if desired, to keep them from combining.

Thanksgiving Dinner without all the added blood
and semen of the Nonprofit Org. Volunteers! Beer,
wine, or liquor helps, too (very small amounts) to lessen the food
abuses we always get subjected to. There are a handful of
parks which do permit alcohol, and you can learn about that online.
http://www.thebrewproject.com/San_Diego_Craft_Beer_Blog/wh
at-parks-can-you-still-drink-alcohol-at-in-san-diego/
Eventually, we need "public" microwave ovens, to cook our own
food, but Health Dept. rules would require that the containers of
food be unopened, and cooked by personnel such as the desk
employees at Neil Good Center. Maybe we can get City
Recreation Centers, Balboa and other parks, and the Beaches to
have ovens for us. Else is to have us all become Bipolar
eating the tainted food that we are generally given, and that
becomes a liability for the taxpayers treating same. Neither
the rich folks nor the politicians want to deal with this problem,
but a very large number of homeless and poor eventually
become Schizophrenic from the "free" food given to us, and at
that point will need lots of taxpayer money for life. Not a good
solution. Hitler’s solution (possibly not any better) was death
with no suffering involved. I went to 2 Jewish universities, so we
can argue that.

Food Stamp Fraud
Called SNAP, EBT, Food Stamps, Cal-Fresh and many other
names which vary by state, the Federal Nutrition Program gets
abused to this day. Safeguards are in place to prevent the
buying of energy drinks, but many buy cheese, candy, coffee,
and soda pop, and then sell same for cash. EBT should have a
dollar-limit on how much of these particular re-sale items can be
bought each month. I think the poor receiving EBT should be
able to spend a very small amount on energy drinks, too.

San Ysidro Border Backup
Mexico now requiring passports and tourist visas has a lot of
Americans no longer visiting Tijuana, plus many poor folks are
being denied access to the $1.80 U.S. per night Tijuana hotels.
If you need to cross, but have no passport, cross by car and you
do not get asked for one. Or, cross at Otay Mesa. Try to beg a
ride at the Border freeway on-ramp, a block north and a block
west of the San Ysidro crossing. It’s on the bridge where they
park 20 or more taxicabs, the bridge connecting Camino de la
Plaza to East San Ysidro Blvd. I believe it is your right to escape
your country if it abuses you.

Other Ideas & Suggestions
Bernie Sanders should propose a $30 an hour Minimum
Wage, with each American guaranteed at least 10 hours of
work per week ($300), which is comparable to SSI or current
full-time Minimum Wage jobs. With technology eliminating most
jobs, the workforce has too many not-employed persons,
including in the tech jobs. Triple-time ($90 an hour minimum)
over 30 hours per week. If the effects of other countries’ prices
need to be neutralized, import taxes. There should also be a
15% tax on CASH (only cash) taken out of the U.S. This will
shut down tax scams offshore. Foreign investors can take their
money in gold, or goods and services, or keep it in a United
States bank, or whatever else they want, but if they take it in
cash, they pay the tax.
Any Inflation should be neutralized by a COLA (Cost-of-Living
Adjustment) twice daily, 365 days a year. Inheritance Taxes

should be very high, and there should be Net-Worth Taxes on
the wealthy. All this would return the US to the prosperity of the
1950’s and 1960’s, when we had super-high taxes on the rich, so
they had to establish new businesses and hire millions of people
to avoid losing a slice of their wealth to taxes.
Project Homeless Connect should become Project Help
Connect for the poor, veterans, homeless, and all others who
feel they may need government or charitable help. The first to
arrive will be given a free tote bag with personal hygiene items,
and some will also get a coupon for food. Temporary child care
and pet care provided. Most homeless do not admit same, so
calling anything a “Homeless” event makes lots of folks stay
away. Homeless are in denial for years and say things like, “I
live under that tree, and that is my home. I am not homeless.”
Be sure to read the 12 Classifications of the State of
Homelessness, which is near the end of this issue.

▄ ▄ ▄ ADVERTISEMENT ▄ ▄ ▄
Business Consultant Services need not be outrageously
expensive. Consultant Services San Diego will give you an
opinion (or second opinion) that is a very affordable look at your
situation, from a third-party perspective. 45 years in business,
as a CEO-COO, and wanting to be a Shared Resource, Dr. John
Kitchin charges a monthly subscription fee of $350, and you can
cancel anytime. Confidentiality guaranteed. (You must be a
business or government unit.) www.NZ9F.com/CSSD.

Ask for a free Demo!
▄▄▄▄▄▄
Get advice from the Publisher of this newspaper!

Meetings:
The Metropolitan Area Providers of Social Services, MAPSS,
an umbrella group of many Nonprofits and government agencies,
met the Fourth (not last) Wednesday of October, with a
whopping 36 present, 80% above average. • Escondido may
begin General Relief casework, and it would need Nonprofits to
provide volunteer work programs if that happens. • A new
organization was present, CIE San Diego Social Service
Network. They are a data-sharing network of over 4500 poor,
seniors, and/or homeless, involving 11 agencies. Data is only
shared on the network with the permission of the people
involved, in order to facilitate non-duplication of things like intake
screenings. Imagine asking 30 agencies for help, and each one
demands you take a VI-SPDAT, for example. Marina Baroff, V.P
of Programs spoke, and will be the Featured agency next month
(November 18th, the 3rd Wed. instead of 4th, to avoid interference
with the Thanksgiving holiday.) More information at their
website, www.CIESanDiego.Org. CIE stands for Community
Information Exchange. • Today’s Featured agency is the
Interfaith Shelter Network, which maintains winter shelters
from October thru May in area churches and synagogues, and
has a staff of 4,000 volunteers. Using seven different regions in
Metro San Diego, those needing shelter are temporarily housed
in church halls. This involves 113 congregations, and those
houses of worship also provided 27,000 meals in the past year.
This shelter is temporary, nights only, and includes career
planning workshops, personal budgeting workshops, and
ongoing case management. “211” maintains a list of available
locations, and 7 different agencies screen participants. The
Network Office is (619) 702-5399, and their website is
www.interfaithshelter.org. Two of their branches are already
open, San Diego Inland, and North County Coastal. This agency
also operates El Nido shelter for Domestic Violence, including for
Undocumented Immigrants.
They include job training or
educational programs. Phone (619) 563-9878 if you are a
Domestic Violence victim needing housing. Interfaith Shelter
Network also has a very small Rapid Rehousing Program, that
can pay your rent and security deposit for a few months if you
qualify. You must eventually be able to pay your own rent. •
The upcoming StreetLinks program in Dec. or Jan. is still being
discussed, but may involve mental illness. • Next meeting is on
the third Wednesday of November, instead of the usual fourth
Wednesday, to avoid interference with Thanksgiving.
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Alternative History:

Financial Advice:

In 1962, President Kennedy made a deal with the Alien (ET)
planets: They gave us the birth control pill, silicon technology,
space war tech (REV’s), and increased magnetic recording
technology. We promised to leave Vietnam immediately, give
birth control pills to all women on the planet who wanted same,
and land an astronaut on the moon plus safely back to Earth
within 8 years. Instead of these accomplishments, Kennedy was
killed in a coup involving Richard Nixon and Lyndon Johnson,
both wanting to become President. Kennedy’s legacy was the
completion of the Apollo moon program, but when LBJ quit the
Presidency, Nixon would go on to become President, kill Robert
Kennedy and Martin Luther King, and get involved in Watergate.
Nixon had to be pardoned to avoid all of this coming out. Proof?
Many have died for having it. Over 100 died for having wideangle video of the John Kennedy assassination. Kennedy’s
death both spawned the call to action in the 1960’s, plus
prevented it from ever becoming successful. We got a few great
changes, but nothing fundamental. Race riots followed 2 years
after Kennedy died, but the Catholic-Mormon-Baptist-Italian
Mafia (The Bar) held, with the wealthiest Jews (but not all Jews)
complacent.

Good Investments: Trailer and RV parks, Used RV sales, Lowend used cars and trucks, appliance junkyards, hydrogen
technology converting oxygen atoms into hydrogen, water
purification, security cameras and services, thrift stores, dollar
stores, discount and thrift food outlets, shared office providers,
nonprofit organization ownership, class action law, discount
pharmacies, dehydrated vegetables, international tourism, soft
adult-porno broadcasting, new cell apps for embedded machines
and on non-cell radio frequencies (freezer failure alarm,
transmission of video of locked lobby, GPS location tags, etc.),
home canning gear, solar chargers for cell phones and laptops
that are briefcase-mounted, body cup-holders for walking, pet
urine scan strips for nutrition. The best advice is to invest in
yourself, by starting 5 or more companies using no time nor
money of your own. Keep what works, and sell or dismantle
(or change) all else. Making money in an awful economy is very
difficult unless you are already wealthy, and then you need to try
not to lose what you have. Real Inflation has been 300% in 10
years, so those increased stock or real estate prices are mostly
just imaginary, not real. Now that almost every big business
cooks its books, we need mandatory annual IRS audits.

Why Me?

Bananas Republicans
Eleven Republican Governors involved
in scandals, 9 intend re-election!
http://aattp.org/scandalous-11-sitting-gop-governorsindicted-under-investigation-or-serious-scrutiny/

Links (underlined) left in, if possible. I‘ve not
been to all the links nor read their content.
We covered Faux (Fox) News and scandals
of the Democrats, so here’s the Republican
Governors:
This includes Terry Branstad (Iowa) for firing state employees
for “political reasons,” and then offering hush money to keep
them quiet. Sam Brownback (Kansas) for fundraising and
lobbying
tactics.
Chris
Christie
(New
Jersey)
another subpoena concerning the Bridgegate scandal.
Tom
Corbett (Pennsylvania): $987,000 donation from a billionaire
casino investor who is barred from making campaign
contributions in Pennsylvania. And other lavish gifts from
dubious sources. Nathan Deal (Georgia) cost Georgia’s
taxpayers nearly $3 million dollars in payments to the state
workers he fired while they were investigating irregularities with
Deal’s 2010 campaign. Nikki Haley (South Carolina): Tea
Party Governor Nikki Haley‘s so determined to eliminate
government waste, she allowed dozens of children to die while
her Department of Social Services failed to investigate reports of
child abuse and endangerment. John Kasich (Ohio):
JobsOhio debacle, in which board members doled out tax breaks
and other goodies to companies with whom they have
ties, ongoing FBI investigation for taking bribes. Paul LePage
(Maine) issued a “no-bid” contract to his cronies, who in
turn botched the contract, held meetings with a right-wing
terrorist group, federal probe found LePage’s administration
guilty for tilting Labor Board hearings in favor of employers. Rick
Perry (Texas): Two federal felony counts for abusing the
powers of his office.
Rick Snyder (Michigan): awarding
contracts to his cousin’s company, eliminating a background
check program, misusing money from the Detroit Emergency
Manager’s New Energy Reinvest and Diversify (NERD) fund.
Scott
Walker
(Wisconsin):
Two investigations:
Four
of Walker’s cronies got jail time for stealing from charities meant
to benefit wounded veterans and fallen soldiers’ families, while
two others received lighter sentences. And a criminal
investigation for coordinating illegal fundraising activities on a
national level.

When the Bar in Milwaukee stole my $20-60 million business,
with hundreds of them collectively knowingly convicting me
unjustly of fraud, one of the things I did is to apply to Canada for
Refugee Status.
I paid about $5,000 in today’s money,
Canadian Intelligence investigated, agreed with me that my
conviction was unjust, and erased my Criminal Record. I
argue that going from living well to 33 years of poverty
entitles me to the $4 billion I seek in Damages. Some folks
think I should vaporize London, instead, but the ET guys already
told me that any such action like that would cause me to lose all
claims for any Damages. It sure would make a point, however.
Our Legal System in San Diego recently refused to prosecute
me on a jaywalking ticket; I was afraid they might treat me very
badly, so I was upset. I still have 2 matters pending, one
involving Healthcare, and the other has to do with Disability
Insurance. Neither is likely to kill me outright if I lose the cases,
but over time, getting SSDI instead of SSI is likely necessary for
my survival. Employment? No interest in me, as far as I can
see, except abusive. Way too intelligent for that. My Consultant
Service? Still testing the waters before beginning any marketing.

Proposed Classifications of
Homelessness:
We propose using these Classifications for types of homeless:
1.) Un-housed, living outdoors, in plain view (on display).
2.) Un-housed, living outdoors, hidden in parks, sewers,
canyons, on rooftops, unsheltered.
3.) Un-housed, living outdoors, well-hidden and sheltered (tent,
car, cave).
4.) Semi-indoors in inappropriate location or circumstances
(garages, Tijuana slums, rooftop air conditioning units).
5.) Indoors very temporarily (one day or night).
6.) Indoors, with motel, friend, relative stay of one week or less.
7.) Eviction Notice received, with less than 14 days to vacate.
8.) Evicted and now has stove, refrigerator, bed, couch,
television, clothing in a storage locker.
9.) Longer-term couch-surfing, motels, campgrounds.
10.) Living with relatives other than a spouse, as an adult child
or parents with their adult children.
11.) Living in a homeless shelter, jail, prison, hospital, mental
hospital, hospice, care facility, subsidized (Section 8) housing,
free Reservation or Ejido housing, transitional housing, or
permanent supportive housing.
12.) Household (whether a family or roommates) earns less
than the HUD Minimum to live in San Diego. Income includes
all housing subsidies, SSI, Food Stamps, SSDI, pensions, Social
Security, wages, etc., for the entire household. HUD Minimum for
San Diego was listed at $32 an hour, $64,000 a year, which is
$1,280 per week, or $5,500 a month. Inflation has raised this
amount over 20%, however.
I am a Class 4-8 Homeless, and went in 2007 from a Class 12,
to a Class 7-8, to a Class 2-8, to my present 4-8. I have been
Class 4-8 for years and will accept any help that does not
just shift what Class I'm in. No luck. 4

Snide Comments:
You know it will be a rough day when the trolley arrives, pulled
by 16 donkeys. • Do you have News Media Disease? Do you
believe the lies told on television, radio, and in the newspapers?
You can get help! • I think they’re using kittens to make hot
dogs, because my cat won’t eat ‘em. • Always remember that
Jesus Christ is a swear word used a lot by lunatics. Belief in
God does not make you a nut-case, just hypnotized and
brainwashed (Socialized). Extremely strong belief, though does
make you a nut-case. Beliefs are a cancer upon really good but
naïve people. Feel sorry for them, and try to oppose the
ministers who perpetrate “Faith”, each one knowing that it is all
lies. Will we ever punish ministers? We don’t even admit that
the really lucky babies become abortions instead of people. •
Homeland Security said, "You're a homeless man with a Ph.D.?
That makes you a terrorist!" "How does that add up?", I asked.
"You're too intelligent for us to control you." That is why I never
admitted my Doctorate degree for 31 years. • Greed fuels all
gambling, both the casino owners and their customers. Only
gamble to have fun, with what you can afford to lose. • A
Mexican in Tijuana asked, “Why do all you Americans come here
to have sex with our little boys?” A police officer heard him, and
arrested him for Improper Speech. • The hot dog of the future
will come in a variety of different breeds. Soylent Green? •
How about a 12-Step Program for people trying to give up 12Step Programs? Or, perhaps a 1-Step Program for those with
no patience, Alcoholics Unanimous. Recommended by the
National Association of Taverns, Breweries, and Distilleries, the
other Bar Association. • To give the “Top Ape” (humans) a

Published by San
Diego County's 11% (330,000) Homeless
Rotation, 15,000 to 40,000 (on any given
day) Un-housed, and 2 Million+ NearlyHomeless* *(Official HUD Statistic for
what THEY call San Diego's "Cost
Burdened". The State of California calls them
"Financially Stressed.")
San Diego: At Least Triple the Homeless
by Percent of Anywhere Else in the World
We go out to 182,000, usually in the first ten
days of every month, more often when
necessary. COPYRIGHT 2015, ALL RIGHTS
RESERVED, Dr. John Kitchin, Ph.D., Publisher.

All articles are re-written in the writing style of the
Publisher, and with personal anecdotes, to
conceal the identities of the authors, per their
request. FREE by e-mail or on-line.

OUR SIXTH YEAR: 2010 - 2011 2012 - 2013 - 2014 - 2015
SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR ARCHIVES OF ALL
EDITIONS, www.NZ9F.com. SUBSCRIBE or
UN-SUBSCRIBE AT nz9f@hotmail.com, FROM
THE MAILBOX YOU WANT TO ADD OR
REMOVE. IF YOU WANT NOTIFICATIONS
WHEN PUBLISHED, Twitter.com/NZ9F. NO
OTHER TWEETS EXCEPT EMERGENCIES.
Library of Congress Catalog Number - URL:
www.nz9f.com/sdhnarchives2015/Nov3
We represent the world's fastest-growing
ethnic group, the homeless, the only group
that gets NO protection from discrimination
in employment, housing, education, or hatecrimes. We are those who suffer because the
wealthy own everything. No one WANTS to
be homeless nor CHOOSES to be homeless.
It happens when everything you do to prevent
it fails to work. Making anything illegal that
cannot be prevented makes no
sense. Instead, make it illegal for
circumstances to force people to become
homeless against their will. Once homeless,
people will need to use booze or dope, just to

voice, parts of the voicebox of a Gray Whale went into the
making of our DNA. • The political card game of Bridge: No
Clubs, No Trump. • When the UFO landed, they said they
needed jobs because on their planet all jobs are now done by
machines. I told them that the same thing is happening here. •
I said it before, but Decaffeinated Coffee was invented by the
same guy who invented Dehydrated Water. • If you used a lot
of marijuana in Biblical times, you’d probably get stoned. •
Being accused of Blasphemy by the Bar is its way of telling you
that you know too much. Be happy, because the other 2 things
they do are to send you to prison, or kill you (or both). • Better
to be homeless than a slave of the Bar (Mafia) and its Real
Estate and Banking system. • New jellybean flavors: Frog,
Kitten, Cockroach, Ashtray, Pickle, Microchip, Thumbtack, and
Bullet. Bite the Bullet? • Noshes are really small Japanese
rodents, only a fraction of the size of a Karaoke Rodent. •
Tijuana has a plastic surgeon named Goodface (Carlos
Buenrostro), and a gas station pump company called SNAFU. It
was Spain, and not Mexico, that came up with many unusual
Spanish words. The word “housefly” is derived from the word
“mosque”, the word “junk” (yonke) is derived from the word
“yankee”, the word “American” is derived from the words
“garbage” and “drunk” (gabacho, garbage and borracho), and the
word “church” is derived from “English house” (Iglesia). FREEO, or FREE-A, means Cold. It does not mean free. You can still
get a $1 Corona or Pacifico at a sidewalk café, compared to the
same for $9 in San Diego, and the typical rent for an apartment
is $100 to $250 per month. A 42-ounce Pacifico beer is currently
$1.85 US, plus the bottle deposit. • 5

stay sane, and many lose that fight, too,
becoming mentally ill and often killing
themselves. This ends the problems that
society forced upon them. Self-Servatives
(ConServatives, Con Artists that Serve
themselves) cause funerals, but they don't
mind, because they don't believe in God.

Being homeless on the sidewalk
is a lot like being at the zoo,
except you’re the exhibit.

www.NZ9F.com/SDHN

nz9f@hotmail.com

(619) 390-5000
Twitter: @NZ9F (all caps) • Facebook:
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